
The chicken feast

The Farmers in my hometown seemed to get just as outraged about
losing a chicken as the American Ranchers did over losing a few

cattle.
Most everybody was imitating the glamourous but very boring Sheriff

so at about the age of 12, I got together with a few friends and went on an
Indian raiding party. Armed with self made Bow and Arrows and our
parent’s hatchets we went after the biggest and richest farmer’s poultry. -
Well, let me tell yer, if the Ranchers of the Old West would have had some
geese, mixed in with the cattle, they would not have lost as much live stock
to the Indians either! - Because this little Indian still has the battle scars
from that unforgettable fight with a half dozen ferocious geese.  Believe you
me it wasn't those long necked grass burners that lost, got caught, got
lickings from every adult in the family - and - was the laughing stock of all
their friends. 

We were fast learners and our pride was at stake, because the second
time we tried chicken rustling we did not get caught. We tried it on a farmer
that didn’t have geese just a lot of chickens. 

There is a small area just outside of town on a slope too steep for
farming with a little spring. It was overgrown but once you got inside there
were some open spaces underneath a couple of big trees. An area big enough
for a camp fire. It was the place, where we fought the Indians or cowboys.
This place was our sanctuary. As the chief it was my job to kill the chicken.
I don’t know who suffered more the beast that I was trying to slay or me. I
still have night mares about that episode even today.  

By far the worst thing that came from this adventure was trying to eat
a chicken that was fried on a campfire with most of the feathers still on and
the gizzards still inside. One problem is you can’t use salt or pepper when
the feathers are still on. In front of your friends (your tribe)  you can’t back
out of eating because you don’t want them to think that you, the big Indian
chief is a sissy. I was the last one to get sick and throw up. It took years until
I could actually look at or eat chicken again.  The first chicken that I ate and
enjoyed was KFC after I got to Canada.


